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 HARMONISTIC READINGS IN
 THE OLD SYRIAC GOSPELS

 George Howard

 University of Georgia
 Athens, GA 30602

 There are two extant copies of the Old Syriac gospels, the
 evangelion da-mepharreshe. One, the Curetonian Codex (=C), was
 discovered by William Cureton and edited by him in 1858.1 It
 dates to the middle or later part of the fifth century. The other,
 the Sinaitic Codex (=S), was discovered by Mrs. Agnes Smith
 Lewis and her sister Mrs. Margaret Dunlop Gibson at St. Cathe-
 rine's monastery on Mount Sinai.2 It dates to the later part of the
 fourth or beginning of the fifth century. Both MSS have a number
 of lacunae. In combination, however, they preserve most of the
 text of the four gospels. Although they are not identical their
 agreements are sufficient to show that they belong to the same
 translation. S is generally thought to preserve the original text
 better than C. C, however, sometimes preserves older readings
 than S.

 A notable feature of the Old Syriac gospels is their harmonistic
 readings, that is, the text of one gospel often agrees with that of
 another against its own Greek. It is generally thought that these
 readings were caused by the influence of the Syriac Diatessaron of
 Tatian. Tatian, a native of Assyria, came to Rome in the middle of
 the second century and became a disciple of Justin Martyr. About

 IRemains of a Very Ancient Recension of the Four Gospels in Syriac, Hitherto
 Unknown in Europe (London, 1858). The definitive edition of the text with
 introduction and notes is the two volume work: F. Crawford Burkitt, Evangelion da-
 Mepharreshe (Cambridge, 1904).

 21t was first edited by R. L. Bensly, J. Rendel Harris, and F. C. Burkitt, The Four
 Gospels in Syriac transcribed from the Sinaitic Palimpsest (Cambridge, 1894). The
 definitive publication came later in: Agnes Smith Lewis, The Old Syriac Gospels or
 Evangelion da-Mepharreshe . . . (London, 1910).
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 HARVARD THEOLOGICAL REVIEW

 172 he left Rome for the Euphrates Valley and is said to have
 founded the sect of Encratites. He died only a few years later.
 Sometime either shortly before leaving Rome or after returning to
 Mesopotamia he constructed a harmony of the gospels in which
 the texts of Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John were woven together
 into a continuous narrative.3
 Some think that the Diatessaron was composed before the Old

 Syriac translation4 and argue that the translators of the Old Syriac
 were influenced by the wording of the Diatessaron as they translat-
 ed. Others think that the Old Syriac was composed before the
 Diatessaron5 and argue that harmonistic readings crept into the
 Old Syriac text during the course of transmission under the
 influence of the Diatessaron. The fact that S and C contain

 harmonistic readings in different amounts and sometimes in differ-
 ent places supposedly suggests either that these readings were
 there in the original translation and were slowly eliminated,6 or
 that they were absent in the original and were slowly added, all
 under the influence of Tatian's harmony. In either case our two

 3The original language of the Diatessaron has been the cause of endless debate. If
 Tatian made his composition after his departure from Rome (ca. 172) he probably
 made it in Syriac, although Kraeling argues that it was composed in Greek even if it
 was written in Mesopotamia. See Carl H. Kraeling, A Greek Fragment of Tatian's
 Diatessaron from Dura (London, 1935) 15-18. If Tatian wrote it while he was in
 Rome he could have made it in Greek, Syriac, or Latin. For the latter see F. C.
 Burkitt, "The Dura Fragment of Tatian," JTS 36 (1935) 257-58. Many hold that it
 was written in Greek and was soon translated into Syriac. Among others see Adolf
 von Harnack, "Tatian's Diatessaron und Marcion's Commentar zum Evangelium
 bei Ephraem Syrus," ZKG 4 (1881) 494-95; Chronologie der altchristlichen Literatur
 (Leipzig, 1897) 1. 289; H. J. Vogels, Die Harmonistik von Evangelientext des Codex
 Cantabrigiensis (TU 36; Leipzig, 1910) 45-46; M.-J. Lagrange, "L'ancienne version
 Syriaque des Evangiles," RB 29 (1920) 326; Adolf Juticher, "Der echte Tatian-
 text," JBL 43 (1924) 166. Others think that the evidence points to a Syriac original.
 Notable among these are A. Baumstark, "Das griechische Diatessaronfragment von
 Dura Europos," OrChr 32 (1935) 250; Arthur V66bus, Studies in the History of the
 Gospel Text in Syriac (Louvain, 1951) 12; G. A. Weir, Tatian's Diatessaron and the
 Old Syriac Gospels. The Evidence of MS Chester Beatty 709 (Ph.D. diss., University of
 Edinburgh, 1969) xiv-xv.

 4E.g., Burkitt, Ev. da-Meph. 209, 210; Vi6bus, Studies, 16.
 5Most recently Weir, Tatian's Diatessaron and the Old Syriac Gospels, xxii-xxiii.
 6Vogels believed this to be the case. Upon his observation that C had more

 harmonistic readings than S and under the belief that C was older than S, he held
 that the history of the Old Syriac text was a process in which Tatianisms were
 eliminated. See H. J. Vogels, Die altsyrischen Evangelien in ihrem Verhiltnis zu Tatians
 Diatessaron (BSt 16/5; Freiburg im Breisgau, 1911) 8.
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 GEORGE HOWARD

 witnesses are supposed to represent different stages of one or the
 other of these processes.
 In the following pages we will present evidence to call these

 views into question. Briefly, we will show that some of the
 harmonistic readings in the Old Syriac correspond to the Diatessa-
 ron and some do not. We will then show that harmonistic readings
 existed in Christian literature before the time of Tatian and that

 some of the harmonies in this literature agree with those in the
 Old Syriac.

 For the text of the Diatessaron we will cite only the quotations
 found in Ephraem's commentary on the Diatessaron (=EC). This
 is the clearest and most certain witness to Tatian's harmony.
 About three-fifths of the original Syriac of this work was published
 in 1963 by Dom Louis Leloir.7 The text is from a MS acquired by
 Sir Chester Beatty and dates to about the fifth or sixth century.
 Occasionally where the Syriac is nonextant we will cite the Arme-
 nian version in the Latin translation of Leloir (= vEC).8 All other
 witnesses to the text of the Diatessaron will be avoided.9 They
 suffer from certain defects which impair their value for recon-
 structing the original text of the Diatessaron. Included in them are
 the scriptural quotations in Ephraem's other works and in other
 early Syriac fathers. It is not always clear whether a father is
 quoting the Diatessaron or some form of the Old Syriac. Especially
 since the researches of V66bus must caution be used in this area.10
 In a more thorough investigation into the Diatessaron our
 conservative approach would perhaps be unwarranted. In the
 present discussion, where only a sounding of readings comparing
 the Old Syriac with the Diatessaron is to be taken, our conclusions

 7Louis Leloir, Saint Ephrem; Commentaire de l'Evangile Concordant; Texte Syriaque
 (Manuscrit Chester Beatty 709) (Dublin, 1963).

 8Leloir, Saint Ephrem, Commentaire de I'Evangile Concordant, Version Armenienne
 (CSCO 137, Scriptores Armeniaci 1; Louvain, 1953; Latin trans. 145, Scriptores
 Armeniaci 2; Louvain, 1964).

 9For a recent review of the witnesses see Bruce M. Metzger, The Early Versions of
 the New Testament, Their Origin, Transmission, and Limitations (Oxford, 1977) 10-25.

 10See especially chap. 3 in V66bus, Studies, 25-45. The great collection of
 quotations of early Syriac fathers and the attempted reconstruction of the Diatessa-
 ron by Urbina must be viewed with caution since it uses early Syriac sources
 without sufficient discrimination. Ignatius Ortiz de Urbina, Vetus Evangelium
 Syrorum, et exinde excerptum Diatessaron Tatiani (Biblia Polyglotta Matritensia. Series
 VI; Madrid, 1967). Cf. the critical review of this work by Robert Murray, "Recon-
 structing the Diatessaron," HeyJ 10 (1969) 43-49.
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 HARVARD THEOLOGICAL REVIEW

 should necessarily be based only on the surest witness to Tatian's
 text.

 We will begin with a list of examples of harmonistic readings in
 the Old Syriac which are supported by the Diatessaron. In Matt 8:4
 the text of SC lacks a correspondent to o'pa, "see," in accordance
 with Luke 5:14 and is supported by Tatian in EC 12.22 (Leloir,
 96). The lack of a correspondent to aE' f avTro in S Matt 12:45 is
 supported by Luke 11:26 and EC 11.5 (Leloir, 54). The reading of
 S Matt 14:24, "the sea was stirred up against them," touches base
 with John 6:18 and EC 12.7 (Leloir, 80) against the Greek
 Matthew. In Luke 8:10b the lack of a correspondent to roi7
 XhoIro7s and the reading of "it is said to them" agree basically with
 Matt 13:13 and EC 11.lla (Leloir, 60). "The Pharisees" in SC
 Luke 11:51 agrees with EC 10.7a (Leloir, 42) and is harmonistic
 with Matt 12:24. In Mark 2:28 the order of S, Sabbath/son of man,
 is in harmony with Matthew and Luke and is supported by EC
 13.4 (Leloir, 104). The reading "with him" rather than TC ' Ir)o-ov,
 "with Jesus," in S Mark 9:4 agrees with Matt 17:3, Luke 9:30 and
 EC 14.5 (Leloir, 116. See also 14.11, p. 122). The reading of S
 Mark 10:5 "Moses because of the hardness of your heart
 permitted you" is in agreement with Matt 19:8 and EC 14.18
 (Leloir, 130). In each of these cases the Syriac text harmonizes in
 some respect with the reading of another Gospel against its own
 Greek and is supported in the harmony by the reading in the
 Diatessaron.

 Now we will cite examples where the text of the Old Syriac
 harmonizes with another gospel and is unsupported by the Diates-
 saron. In Matt 3:17 the reading of SC, "you are my son," agrees
 with Mark 1:11, Luke 3:22 against vEC 9.1 (Leloir, 85). The
 reading of SC Matt 13:32, "greater than all herbs," agrees with
 Mark 4:32 against EC 11.20 (Leloir, 68). The reading of "sea" in S
 Matt 14:22 is harmonistic with John 6:17 against EC 12.6 (Leloir,
 80).'1 The reading "concerning him" in the C text of Matt 16:20
 harmonizes with Mark 8:30 against EC 14.3 (Leloir, 114). The lack
 of a correspondent to Tt L t' Vr-Ep$ in S Matt 19:20 agrees with
 Luke 18:21 and the majority text in Mark 10:20 against EC 15.3

 llIt is possible that Ephraem has abbreviated the quotation at this point, as he
 occasionally does. See Hamlyn Hill, A Dissertation on the Gospel Commentary of S.
 Ephraem the Syrian (Edinburgh, 1896) 19. His inclusion of other details (i.e., "they
 embarked in the boat"), however, suggests that Ephraem is quoting the full text.

 476
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 AtV'pov, "ointment" in agreement with Matt 26:9 (Mss) against EC
 17:13 (Leloir, 202). In Luke 8:5 the reading of SC "to sow" rather
 than "to sow his seed" agrees with Matt 13:3 and Mark 4:3 against
 EC 11.12 (Leloir, 62).12
 The examples presented in the lists are only samples of har-

 monistic readings. There are literally hundreds of such harmonies
 scattered throughout the gospels, as Vogels' tally shows.13 Due to
 the limitations on our ability to isolate true Tatianic readings it is
 impossible to tell how many of these harmonizations are due to
 Diatessaronic influence. Furthermore, we must remember that
 neither MSS S or C preserves the Old Syriac translation in every
 detail and the same is true of Chester Beatty MS 709 for the
 Diatessaronic quotations. All of these MSS have been susceptible to
 the vicissitudes of transmission and to a degree reflect modifica-
 tions of their originals. But if the samples listed above are any
 indication of what actually caused the harmonizations in the Old
 Syriac we must face the fact that not all were caused by the
 Diatessaron.

 As long ago as 1904 Burkitt toyed with the notion that inner-
 Syriac assimilation was the cause of some harmonies. In the synop-
 tic pericope of the Rewards of Discipleship, those who leave land
 and families for Christ's sake are said to receive "a hundredfold"
 according to Mark 10:30, "a hundredfold" with a few witnesses
 reading "manifold" (including B and Origen) according to Matt
 19:29, and "manifold" with D and some other Western witnesses
 reading "sevenfold" according to Luke 18:30. Burkitt, citing
 Moesinger's text, includes into this latter reading the Diatessaron.
 The SC text of Luke, on the other hand, reads "a hundredfold"
 and is thus harmonistic with Mark and some witnesses of Matthew
 against the Diatessaron. Burkitt says:

 Here again we may conjecture that the Ev. da-Mepharreshe and the Diatessa-
 ron originally differed. But it is possible in this particular case that the text of
 S and C has been assimilated to S. Mark (or S. Matthew). Certainly no
 authorities except S and C have an hundredfold in S. Luke, but it would be
 somewhat strange to find in our Syriac MSS examples of harmonistic corrup-
 tion, not in agreement with the Diatessaron text, but contrary to it.14

 12Weir suggests that the inclusion of rov airopov avTrov (zr' h) in the Diatessaron
 was possibly "due to the movement of the Syriac gospel text toward P, i.e., does
 not go back to Tatian." Tatian's Diatessaron and the Old Syriac Gospels, 319.

 3See Vogels, Die altsyrischen Evangelien, 71-140.
 14Burkitt, Ev. da-Meph., 194-95.
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 HARVARD THEOLOGICAL REVIEW

 There are in fact a number of readings in S and C which agree
 with the S or C text of a parallel account against the corresponding
 Greek. In these cases it can be argued that a harmony was made
 by inner-Syriac assimilation.

 An example is Mark 2:24 and Matt 12:2, in the pericope of
 Plucking Grain on the Sabbath. The Marcan text reads: t'S rt
 7roLOvcOr ro oi; aa,f,raoLv, "See what they are doing on the Sab-
 bath." The S text reads: Imn' tlmydyk 'bdyn bgbt', "Why do your
 disciples work on the Sabbath?" The difference is caused by the
 lack of representation for '6e in the S text, which changes the the
 force of Tt. The Matthean text reads: i8ov oi taOrlTral o-ov
 7roLOVcLv, "Behold your disciples are doing." The S text of
 Matthew reads: lmn' tlmydyk 'bdyn, "Why do your disciples
 work?" (C reads: mn' ' bdyn tlmydyk.) The S texts of Mark and
 Matthew clearly have an affinity against the Greek texts. The
 Armenian version of Ephraem's commentary is unsupportive of
 this harmony: Nunc ecce discipuli tui operantur in die sabati, "Now
 behold, thy disciples do on the Sabbath day" (vCE 5. 23, Leloir,
 52). In this instance there is strong probability that the harmonistic
 reading is nothing more than an inner-Syriac assimilation of one
 gospel text to another.

 On the other hand, there are passages where harmonistic
 readings in the S text correspond to parallel synoptic Greek texts
 against their S texts. An example is S Matt 14:22 where the Syriac
 corresponds to Greek John 6:17 against the S text of John15 and is
 unsupported by the Diatessaron. In this case neither Tatian nor
 inner-Syriac assimilation is the cause of the reading.
 If we examine the gospel texts of the pre-Tatianic church fathers

 we will find that such harmonistic tendencies existed long before
 Tatian's work and must be explained on a different basis than
 Diatessaronic influence. In some instances pre-Tatianic harmonistic
 readings are contained in the Old Syriac. We therefore conclude
 that some harmonistic readings in S and C are from forces at work
 in the early church before Tatian.
 In recent times several investigations into harmonistic quotations

 from early church writings have appeared.16 Three that are of note

 15The C text of John reads: l'br' dymt' and thus agrees with S Matthew. But this
 is certainly a revision to the Greek against the original preserved in S.

 16There are of course many older studies into this problem as well. See William
 Sanday, The Gospels in the Second Century (London, 1876) 90-106, 136-37, 185-87;
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 are by K6ster, Bellinzoni, and Kline.17 Their work suggests that
 certain harmonistic tendencies in the early writings point to the
 use of written documents containing harmonistic passages from the
 gospel tradition. In the following discussion we will rely on the lists
 of harmonistic passages accumulated by them in order to show the
 relationship of early harmonistic readings to the Old Syriac
 translation.

 Table 118

 A comparison of the synoptic parallels shows several variations
 between Matthew and Mark/Luke. The first important variant is
 Matthew's conditional particle eav, which is absent in Mark and
 Luke. Second is the inverted order of Matthew in the reading of
 Tov KoaCftov ohov KepS8,cr against Kep8&o'aTi/KepSr o'aq rov
 KOc-rtov oAov. Third is the inversion of Matthew to Mark in the
 reading of rnVv 8 nVj aoXv aSro Ec^uwoni against Kal Ctux Orjvat
 I7Tv vX vV avTov. Luke in this instance agrees with the order of
 Matthew but employs Eavr6v instead of 7ryv qivXv avtovi and has
 the doublet aroXho-aa 77 r t'uwE.

 The text in Justin is striking in that it is a mixture of elements
 in Matthew and Luke. Justin's av corresponds to Matthew's eav;
 his reading of rov KOcrLOV o6ov KEp8SOqtG corresponds to Mat-
 thew's order; and his use of rsqv ivxyv avrov instead of iavr6v
 agrees with Matthew in wording and order. On the other hand,
 Justin's airo.Xeon agrees with one part of the Lucan doublet,
 a7roXE'ara, against 4,AuoOij found in Matthew. Clement of Alex-
 andria basically presents the same situation except for his lack of
 avOpwroq.

 The S (C) text of Luke is harmonistic with Matthew in much
 the same way. It includes the Matthean "if' particle; the Matthean
 order of rTv KO&T,OV Okov Kep8 ,,, and a literal rendition of
 Matthew's qvXr'v. It concludes with the Lucan doublet in an
 inverted order (nhsr = r-luetOwq; wnwbd = earoXo-raq).

 Moritz von Engelhardt, Das Christenthum Justins des Mdrtyrers (Erlangen, 1878)
 335-45.

 '7Helmut Kister, Synoptische Uberlieferung bei den apostolischen Vatern (Berlin,
 1957); A. J. Bellinzoni, The Sayings of Jesus in the Writings of Justin Martyr (Leiden,
 1967); Leslie L. Kline, The Sayings of Jesus in the Pseudo-Clementine Homilies
 (SBLDS 14; Missoula, 1975). Kline is mainly interested in the Pseudo-Clementine
 Homilies, but cites harmonizations from earlier writings as well.

 18Koster, Synoptische Uberlieferung, 74; Bellinzoni, Sayings of Jesus, 89-90.
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 Unfortunately Ephraem's commentary fails to cite the Diatessa-
 ron at this point. Regardless of Tatian's reading, however, we can
 see that a harmonistic text made up of Matthean and Lucan
 elements existed early in the second century, before Tatian, and is
 now reflected in the S text of Luke.

 Table 219

 The synoptic parallels show some notable variations. Each uses a
 different word for "better." Matthew employs Lva where Mark has
 auiXXov el and Luke has El. Matthew uses KpetrLao-rj where Mark
 and Luke have TrepIKeraL. Luke has X\Wo0 V,VXLKo? where Matthew
 and Mark have /vAio' 6OVLKod, and has an inverted order to
 Matthew and Mark in reading X\0o .ZVXULKO? TEpIKEiTatr against
 KpeCMac'6On / rEpIKELTraL IvAoo 6vLKO;. Very important is Matthew's

 KaTrarovTLarO. against Mark's f,8flkr7ra and Luke's eppLTraL.
 Matthew adds rT ITEX&yeL against Mark and Luke. Luke, on the
 other hand, includes the final clause: ' tva O-Kav8aXurl7 KTX.,
 against Matthew and Mark.

 The text in 1 Clement is a mixture of the three synoptics.
 Beginning with a different word for "better" he uses rEptTEO7i vai,
 which is closer to Mark and Luke than Matthew; his order, of
 course, is Mark's against Luke. He next uses Kara7rovrL-cr'Ovat in
 agreement with Matthew against Mark and Luke. He concludes
 with an additional clause corresponding to Luke, in a different
 metaphor according to MSS LSK; in the same metaphor according
 to MSS AC.

 The C text of Luke, and to a lesser degree the S text, presents a
 similar mixture of the synoptics. S and C begin by following
 Luke's "if," and Luke's order of Xl0o0 lVLUAKO6? 7rrepKEtTaL. They
 employ tly', "should be hanged," in agreement with Matthew's
 KpelaacrfO against Mark, Luke and 1 Clement.20 C agrees with
 Matthew and 1 Clement in reading Kara7rovr6rIj / KaraTrovrTLa-j-
 vat by his wording wmtb' "and he be sunk/ drowned." S and C
 together agree with Mark, Luke and 1 Clement in reading eit rT) v
 Oachaoa-oav (bym') against Matthew's Ev Tc) rreAayEL Trn
 6OaXaocr'). They conclude in agreement with Luke and 1 Clement
 (MSS) by reading: "rather than that he should offend one of these
 little ones."

 19Kister, Synoptische Uberlieferung, 17-19.
 20For 7TEplKeLTaL in Mark, S uses rmy'.

 480
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 We are again left without witness to the Diatessaron in
 Ephraem's commentary. However, we can see that a harmonistic
 text existed long before Tatian which is now partially reflected in
 the Old Syriac to Luke.

 Table 321

 The relationship between Matthew and Mark is close. The
 differences are 18ov in Matthew, i'E in Mark; 6'o-rLT in Matthew, oS
 in Mark: ya'p in Matthew and some MSS of Mark but absent in
 some others in Mark; and rov iraTrp6o luov in Matthew, rov O6Eov
 in Mark. Luke is quite different from Matthew and Mark. He has
 no correspondent for I8ov/t8e; in place of ocrrL/o6 yap av he
 reads ofirol ELo . He reads r6o X6yov Tov OEov against r O0E'X7r]a
 rov TraTpo t.t,ov/rov OEov in Matthew and Mark, has the additional
 words ot ... aKOvorEs, and an inverted order for 1roLoVvrEs,
 which corresponds to Matthew's and Mark's rroL)o7.

 2 Clement is a mixture of these two forms. He reads ovirolo EiTLV

 oi rrTOLtovre with Luke and Tor6 0Xrlua TOv Trarpo6 . OV with
 Matthew.

 The S text of Matthew is a combination of the same two forms.

 The initial reading of hlyn 'nwn, "these are," corresponds to
 Luke's ovroL elo'Lv while kwl mn d'bd gyr sbynh d'by, "for every
 one who does the will of my Father," corresponds to Matthew.
 The C text of Matthew, on the other hand, is an obvious attempt
 to correct the Syriac to the Greek by eliminating the Lucan
 elements.

 We have no witness to the Diatessaron at this point, so we
 cannot know whether Tatian's harmony incorporated the mixture
 we find in 2 Clement and S Matthew. Whatever the case, there
 existed at the middle of the second century a harmonistic reading
 now reflected in the Old Syriac to Matthew.

 Table 422

 There are several notable differences between Matthew and

 Luke. Luke speaks of "after having killed"; these words are absent
 in Matthew. Luke also speaks of "the one having authority" while
 Matthew speaks of "the one who is able." Matthew's "both soul

 2IKoster, Synoptische Uberlieferung, 77-79.
 22Ibid., 95-99; Bellinzoni, Sayings of Jesus, 108ff.; Kline, The Sayings of Jesus in

 the Pseudo-Clementine Homilies, 27-33.

 481
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 HARVARD THEOLOGICAL REVIEW

 and body" are absent in Luke. Matthew uses the expression "to
 destroy" (a&roX,o-aL); Luke uses "to cast" (ic4j3aXci0).

 In 2 Clem. 5.4, Justin Apol. 19.7 and Ps.-Clem. Horn. 17.5.2 a
 mixture of these passages appears. 2 Clement agrees with the
 Lucan ExovTra CEiovaiav while Justin and the Pseudo-Clementine
 Homilies agree with the Matthean 8vvdacEvov. Otherwise they are
 in close harmony. All three have correspondents for the Matthean
 $vx1v Kal ct3ga, with Justin and the Pseudo-Clementine Homilies
 including the initial Kal and the Pseudo-Clementine Homilies invert-
 ing the order to cTr,ta/qvX7v. All three have a correspondent to
 the Lucan iulB3aXeiv (rov f/3aelv in 2 Clement; f3aXiv in the
 Pseudo-Clementine Homilies). Finally 2 Clement and Justin agree
 with Luke in reading: "after having killed."

 The S text of Matthew shows some of this same mixture by
 following Matthew except for the Lucan ilu3akaiv, translated
 lmrmyw in accordance with 2 Clement, Justin, and the Pseudo-
 Clementine Homilies against Matthew's arroX&at. It also preserves
 the order Kal c3jca Kat rvXrv found only in the Pseudo-
 Clementine Homilies.

 We have no clear reference to the Diatessaronic reading of this
 passage. The witness of 2 Clement and Justin, however, shows that
 before the work of Tatian there existed a harmonistic reading now
 partially reflected in S Matthew.

 See Table 523

 In this saying the accounts of Matthew and Luke diverge widely.
 Among other things, Matthew speaks of (1) Lord, Lord, (2)
 prophesying in the Lord's name, (3) casting out of demons, and
 (4) doing many mighty works. None of these are found in Luke.
 On the other hand, Luke speaks of (1) eating and drinking and (2)
 teaching in the streets, neither of which are in Matthew. In the
 final section the two converge more closely. However, where
 Matthew has "I will confess to them" Luke has "He will speak
 saying to you"; where Matthew has "I never knew you," Luke has
 "I do not know whence you are"; Matthew uses airoxOPETrE for
 "depart"; Luke uses a&roorr7'rE; Matthew concludes with ol
 Epya,6AEvoL Tr'v dvoAiLav ("those who work lawlessness"); Luke
 concludes with 7rdvlrE E pydrTaL aSLKLaC ("all workers of iniquity").

 23K6ster, Synoptische Uberlieferung, 80ff.; Bellinzoni, Sayings of Jesus, 22-25.
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 Justin quotes this passage twice in his extant works, Apol. 16:11
 and Dial. 76:5. While there are differences in his two quotations,
 they are in basic agreement where they overlap. They present a
 striking harmonization of Matthew and Luke. Justin begins with
 Matthew's 7roXol eVpova-l zOL and follows him through KvpLE KvpLE
 ov rc 0ro o6voatL. He then reads with Luke e4,yopxEv and
 Ertot?Ev. He agrees basically with Matthew's cTrpoY^raTE-a/.lEv ...
 rroVr)raAELv. In the last verse he reads ?pcS in agreement with
 Luke's Epdi and avTroi; in agreement with Matthew. His &rroXo-
 perLTE/vawXopEitrE a&ro itlov corresponds to Matthew against Luke.
 His use of the noun EpyaTra is with Luke against Matthew, and
 finally his T-Jg avofioa; is with Matthew against Luke. In all, Justin
 presents an intricate weaving together of the Matthean and Lucan
 accounts.

 It is significant that the C Text of Matthew (S is nonextant)
 reflects most of the same harmonistic elements. It begins by
 reading with Matthew: "For many will say to me in that day, 'our
 Lord, our Lord, did we not in your name."' At this point it reads
 with Luke: "eat and drink." It immediately picks up with Matthew:
 "and in your name we prophesied and in your name we cast out
 demons and in your name we did many mighty deeds." It
 continues with Matthew (and Apol. 16.11) by reading: "then,"
 with Luke by reading "say," then with Matthew by reading "to
 them." The phrase, "I never knew you," is with Matthew. The
 last clause, "Depart from me you workers of iniquity," is closer to
 Matthew than to Luke, but the noun, 'bdy, corresponds more
 closely to Luke's Epyarat than to Matthew's oi Epya/Ioaevot.

 Again we are without witness to the reading of the Diatessaron
 at this point. We see, however, that there existed a harmonistic
 text before Tatian's work which is now reflected in the C text of
 Matthew.24

 Table 625

 The text of Justin is a combination of Matthew and Luke. At

 the beginning he reads navrt with Luke and Tr with Matthew. r6v

 24Bellinzoni cites this same basic harmonization in Origen (Contra Celsum 2.49
 [Koetschau, 1; GCS, 171]; In Evangelium Joannis 32.11 [Preuschen, 4; GCS, 443],
 and Pamphilius (Apologia pro Origene 5 [PG 17. 572f.]). See Bellinzoni, Sayings of
 Jesus, 24.

 25Bellinzoni, Sayings of Jesus, 80-82.
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 f3ovAd6,Evov is synonymous with Matthew's r7v OeXovra against
 Luke's aipovroV. He reads bavElara'OatL 7 a&roo-apar)'re with
 Matthew against Luke's aipovroT ra& oa u) aTralEt. His reading
 of 8aYEETrE Trap' cov EkrUteTE Xatelv is with Luke against
 Matthew's acrra'craUOE Trov &aekaov vAiuWv luovov. The final
 three words, rL KaLvov TTOLET7E are closer to Matthew than to Luke.

 The S text of Luke is a similar, though not identical, mixture.
 wlmn d is perhaps a little closer to Matthew than Luke. The
 reading of wlmn dsb' "and to the one who wishes," agrees with
 Matthew and Justin against Luke. "That he should take what is
 yours" agrees with Luke's a'povros. The rest of the passage is
 basically in agreement with Luke and with Justin except for
 Justin's TL KatoV 7rTOCETE.

 Ephraem's commentary fails to cite these verses, so we are
 without witness to the Diatessaron. Nevertheless, it is clear that
 before Tatian there existed a harmonistic reading of Matthew and
 Luke which is now partially reflected in the S text of Luke.

 By the lists of passages presented above we have shown three
 things. First, we have shown that sometimes where the Old Syriac
 gospels contain harmonistic elements the same elements are found
 in Tatian's harmony as quoted by Ephraem in his commentary on
 the Diatessaron. From this one can argue that the work of Tatian
 influenced either the composition or the transmission of the Old
 Syriac text in the matter of harmonization.

 Second, we have shown that sometimes where harmonistic
 elements exist in the Old Syriac they are unsupported by Tatian's
 harmony. While our copies of the Old Syriac and Ephraem's
 commentary have undergone changes in the course of their trans-
 mission and thus do not perfectly represent the original documents
 in either case,26 it appears that not all of the harmonistic readings
 in the Old Syriac are traceable to Tatian's work.
 Finally, building upon the investigations of others on the gospel

 text as it appears in the early patristic writings, we have shown that
 harmonistic tendencies existed in pre-Tatianic times. In some cases
 the very harmonistic elements that appear in writers of the first
 half of the second century and even in the second half of the first
 appear also in the Old Syriac.

 26For the fate of Tatian's text before Ephraem's work, see A. Baumstark, "Zur
 Geschichte des Tatiantextes vor Aphrem," Or Chr 8 (1933) 1-12.
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 It has been suggested that written pieces of harmonistic material
 from our canonical gospels were used in the early church,
 especially by Justin and his disciples. Bellinzoni says:

 Justin and his pupils apparently used the synoptic gospels as their primary
 source and composed church catechisms and vade mecums by harmonizing
 material from the synoptic gospels as described above.... It must, however,
 be emphasized that there is absolutely no evidence that Justin ever com-
 posed a complete harmony of the synoptic gospels; his harmonies were of a
 limited scope and were apparently composed for didactic purposes.27

 Bellinzoni argues that harmonies such as those found in Justin
 gave rise in time to systematic harmonistic corruption in gospel
 MSS and that Tatian, a disciple of Justin, in whose school har-
 monies were commonplace, simply carried to completion what his
 teacher had started, in that he harmonized the entirety of the four
 gospels into one continuous narrative.28
 The evidence we have presented in this paper adds a new

 dimension to the problem. Some harmonies, much like those
 found in Justin and Tatian, go back to a time prior to both of
 these and are characteristic of the gospel text in the very earliest
 patristic period. Again the harmonies found in Justin are short
 citations from the gospels giving the appearance of ad hoc prepara-
 tion for catechetical use. The work of Tatian is a continuous

 harmony of the four gospels. The Old Syriac, on the other hand, is
 neither of these. Rather it is a complete translation of the four
 separate gospels incorporating harmonistic readings. The fact that
 the translators chose to render the four gospels separately suggests
 that they did not intend to compose a harmonized account of the
 life of Jesus. The nature of the harmonistic readings in the Old
 Syriac should be considered in this light.
 It has long been known that the Old Syriac is of great antiquity

 and value. It is possible that MSS S and C preserve, though
 imperfectly, an ancient form of the separate gospels in which their
 texts were closer together in wording than they appear in modern
 editions of the Greek NT used today. If this is true the Old Syriac
 is a valuable witness to an early stream of gospel tradition that
 deserves careful attention.

 The relation of the Old Syriac to the Western text is of interest
 in this respect. Westcott and Hort found the Western text to be

 27Bellinzoni, Sayings of Jesus, 141.
 28Ibid., 141-42.
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 the earliest that they could fix chronologically. Their description of
 it included the following:

 But its most dangerous work is "harmonistic" corruption, that is, the partial
 or total obliteration of differences in passages otherwise more or less
 resembling each other. Sometimes the assimilation is between single sen-
 tences that happen to have some matter in common, more usually however
 between parallel passages of greater length, such especially as have in some
 sense a common origin.2

 The harmonistic readings in the Western text as well as other of
 its readings bring it into close relationship with the Old Syriac. It
 has been held that the Western element as a whole in the Old

 Syriac is due to the influence of the Diatessaron. But Weir has
 convincingly argued against this view. He found forty-two Western
 readings in S (thirty-one in C) which are not shared by EC and
 this appears "to rule out the Diatessaron as the source of the
 Western element in the Old Syriac."30 Rather, he posits a Greek
 text of a Western complexion as the basis for both the Diatessaron
 and the Old Syriac translation.
 If this is correct we could say that early in the second century

 there existed a widely used harmonistic text of the gospels. It
 might be more correct to say, however, that early in the second
 century alternate forms of the tradition, one divergent and one
 harmonized, coexisted in collateral lines of descent. For the pre-
 sent writer the question of when the harmonized form arose is of
 intriguing significance.

 29B. F. Westcott and F. J. A. Hort, The New Testament in the Original Greek.
 Introduction and Appendix (New York, 1882) 124-25. Vogels, who investigated the
 harmonistic element in Codex Bezae, found it so harmonistic that he concluded that
 a harmony stood behind it. Vogels, Die Harmonistik, above, n. 3.

 30Weir, Tatian's Diatessaron and the Old Syriac Gospels, 365.
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